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HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR WORK:
Simple! Just E-mail us your pieces at submissions@theimaginate.com and
we will gladly review anything which comes our way! If it can be printed
or put online and is creative we would be glad to see it! Any questions,
you can e-mail those to the same address and one of our lovely Staff 
members will get back to you right away, or come join us at meetings 

Wednesdays at 7 in the Murray Hall Writer’s Lounge!
Stay Creative!



Craters

Darling, let’s drive around and watch the stars shy behind the clouds.
As it gets dimmer out, let’s let things simmer down, now.

And like the ocean breeze, you’re taking over me.
I hear the crashing waves, but I know that everything’s okay.

Stars will fade and strike the ground. I know there are craters to be found,
But whenever you’re around, I know that I’ll be safe and sound.

And now I understand, like high tides kiss the sand,
I know our love is true, and I will dive right into you.

‘Cause your lips imprinted on mine, like footsteps on the shoreline,
But what good’s the shore to me or you, if there’s a sea between us two?

And at times, these waters get rough, but we’ve learned to sail right through.
So if I plunge in heart first, I hope you jump in too.

So when my skin is wrinkled, from a lifetime of swimming through your soul,
You’ll still shine as bright as the stars did on the night that you first hit.

And though the sky and the sea are not always perfect,
I promise, in the end, this all will have been worth it.

          -Mico Nilo



Hey Imaginate readers, we have a contest for those of you who are 
musically inclined! The poem above was initially meant to be a song, but 
the author never got around to giving it any melody or beat. We
challenge you to show us your creativity and musical talent; record 
your version of this song on your computer, with a camera, or with a      
microphone and send us the results! All participants’ songs will be posted 
on our web page where anyone can vote for the best song. The winner 
of this competition will receive a 25$ cash prize as well as an Imaginate 
T-shirt in the size of their choosing. Get Creative guys! We’re excited 
to see what you can come up with! Submit all entries to our E-mail at 
Imaginatemagazine@gmail.com.

                                                 -The Imaginate Staff

     



But a Bet’s a Bet.

We would often joke about
who would die first
I’m kinda sad I won.

Wait, Did You Always Have That Mole There?

Remember how I said that
I was going to hang out with some friends?
Well I secretly meant sexy friends
But now you’ve gone and made it all awkward

If You’d Excuse Me, Your Honor

All Dreams are Better with Jetpacks

I think it’s cool that you’re
doing what you want to.
What was it again?
It’s hard to hear you over my jetpack.
Whooooosh.

We  Might as Well Have Fun While it Lasts

When they rose up
we were told we were doomed
so we hunkered down
grabbed all the romance films we could find
and cuddled one last time.
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Look Over There

Alright, Officer
I swear I won’t do it again...
Unless, of course, I can interest you
In- wait, hold on

Who Are You Again?

I live in a haunted house
things move on their own
and I can never find what I’m looking for
and I keep forgetting
if I’ve eaten dinner yet.

-Nemo Clarus
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What if I Forget to Say No?

I hate planning for multiple outcomes
There are just too many to deal with.
What if a volcano erupts?
What if a giant squid attacked?
What if he says he loves me?



Egomaniac

It must be so lonely
At the top

And I can’t stop
Ignoring the fact.

One day I’ll be back
With a vengeance that kills

All the pretentious you
Swallow like pills.
A fog rolls in and
Blocks your view.
Can’t see the truth

That’s in plain sight
Yet every night
You lie awake

alone
And so cold.

Open the gates
And contemplate the
Ones who come back
With so much hate.
Your existence is

Disgracing, defacing
The entire human race
And everyone knows

You’re full of it.

-Mihir Rastogi

Anything

In my room
Its eternal light

In my room
No one sleeps at night

She stands in the doorway
Imploring, ignoring

She tells me
It’s in my hands

But I have nothing.
She tells me

It’s in my hands
And I have something

That keeps me from growing
Beyond my own skin

Something that holds me
And makes sure he wins
But my hearts tired of

Beating so slow
She’s screaming
It’s in my hands

And I can’t take it
I get up and shout:

I’ll give you anything you want
I’ll go out of my way

Just tell me what you want
And I won’t complain

About anything, anymore.
Because you’re the only one

Worth giving for.
she sighs
And says

It’s in my hands
I look away.
In my room,

Is where I stay.
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  Rain

Watching you, standing there underneath the tree—

you, staring at the fallen leaves on the ground

trying to look above and you cannot see

the thick and obvious grey of the clouds.

All of the leaves---reds…yellows—bright color;

complete ignorance of what lies above.

Such a deep darkness they can see no other

reason to continue, reason to prove

anything to anyone any longer.

It isn’t always so bright, clear—the sky.

It seems impossible to shine stronger…

So, finally, the clouds begin to cry.

They feel like the water will never stop falling.

Will someone stop to notice—hear them calling?

-Vicky Taft



When I was little, I was a normal kid. I liked to run 
around and play pretend. I was constantly moving in 
and out of the kitchen. I was completely unaware of 
having a debilitating disease. But I did! And still do.
 I can’t stand bacon. I’ve known this for a long 
time, in fact. Nobody told me it meant I was sick. I al-
ways thought it was kind of like not liking eggplant, or 
mushrooms. Some people just don’t like mushrooms! 
But with bacon, this is not the case. As it turns out, 
you either like bacon, or you have a disease. I have a 
disease. Nobody else I know has it, but I know people 
who know people who do.
 There was some hope for me when I was 
younger. In children, it can be outgrown. So nobody 
was worried when I ran into the kitchen, wrinkled my 
nose at the smell, and ran out. “That’s all right,” my 
mother would sigh fondly. “She will learn to love it 
when she is older. She’s too young for bacon anyway.” 
My dad, often the one at the pan, would nod in blissful 
unconcern.
 But as I got older, I did not learn to love it. All 
of my friends did, and it was a constant topic of con-
versation on the buses home from school. “Hanna,” my 
friends often asked me, giggling, “have you had bacon 
yet? All of us who’ve had bacon are sitting on the left 
side of the bus. Have you had bacon?” The right side 
of the bus was completely empty. But I had never had 
bacon. The smell of it upset me. The idea of bacon was 
annoying, and all of my obsessive teenaged friends 
were probably insane.
 It is very difficult to explain to your friends 
when you have a disease like this. “You can’t not like 
bacon, Hanna,” I am often told. “Everybody likes bacon. 
Bacon is a universal human constant.” Some of my re-
ally healthy friends, given the choice, would take bacon 
over porn. I tried to tell my mother recently that I still 
haven’t had bacon, and that I don’t ever want to have 
bacon, and she didn’t believe me. She said in her very 
best mother-knows-all tone, “You just haven’t found 
the right bacon yet, Hanna. One day you will see some 
bacon in the street and you’ll know the time is right, 
and then you will love bacon every bit as much as your 
father and I do.” I nodded and told her she was proba-
bly right, but she was not. I do not want any bacon.

T
H
E

D
I
S
E
A
S
E
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 Some of my friends recognize the difficulties in living with a disease, and want to learn more. These 
loving friends are full of questions about my life. “How do you deal with it,” they ask, “when you are in a 
relationship with someone who loves bacon? Do you make bacon for them even though you hate it? How 
do you feel about turkey bacon?” They are always sympathetic when I tell them the truth: mine is a par-
ticularly advanced case. Turkey bacon is no good, and I do not enjoy making it or any other kind. Some 
friends do not believe this, and want to help. “Maybe,” they offer, “maybe we can find you a kind of bacon 
you haven’t seen before. How do you even know you don’t like bacon if you’ve never eaten it? Come to our 
house and we will make you the best bacon you’ve ever smelled, touched, or tasted. You’ll love bacon. Trust 
us.”
 This idea is disturbing, I tell you! As a diseased woman, I am terrified of such a concept. If I don’t 
want bacon from my boyfriend, why would I want anyone else’s? Why are you all so concerned? Is bacon 
really that important to a whole and happy life?
 I admit I am curious about bacon. Maybe I have misjudged it, and it is actually a wonderful thing, 
and I am seriously missing out here. But every time I try to eat it, I inch the fork closer and closer to my 
mouth, and the strip of greasy fat just glistens and crackles slightly, and…I can’t do it. There is something 
fundamentally wrong with the idea of putting bacon in my mouth. These attempts always end with me 
hanging my head in shame and despair. I thought I might be a healthy person who just didn’t understand 
bacon, but no. Bacon is just not for me. I am clearly very ill.
 Nobody ever gave me “the talk” when I was younger. My boyfriend was shocked to discover this. 
“You mean your parents didn’t sit you down and tell you what bacon is and where it comes from?” he 
gasped. “No wonder you don’t like it! You probably didn’t even know what it was until too late. Your entire 
bacon development was delayed until the point when your brain was no longer focused on it!” He suggest-
ed that I find a doctor who specializes in bacon, perhaps a hypnotist. Someone who could get to the root 
of the problem, whether it was something wrong with my taste buds, or a psychological block. I wanted to 
listen to my boyfriend about this. For his sake, at least, I would love to like bacon. But then I had a terrible 
realization:
 I am comfortable with myself the way I am. It turns out I don’t mind being diseased. I am begin-
ning to accept the idea that I may outlive everybody I know thanks to the cholesterol I’m not consuming. 
I am learning to introduce myself in a way that forces people to accept me upfront: “Hi. I’m Hanna. Before 
you ask, no, I don’t like bacon. If you are looking for a mate, look elsewhere! I will not be willing to stand 
in your kitchen every morning and prepare you bacon.” So far this technique seems to be working. I have 
even considered the possibility of finding a stand-in who will make bacon for my boyfriend, while I sit in 
another room. It is possible to live with a disease.
 But secretly I live in terror of the day when my disease takes control, and nobody can stand to be 
around me, because the bacon is simply not in my blood. I feel in my bones that this day is coming. I have 
no idea what I will do when it arrives.

                       -Hanna O’Brien
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The Alien Girl of the Third Planet from the Sun
Did you hear
About the girl
Who’s nothing like us?
Of course!
Who could forget those ugly-ass running sneakers
Those long-sleeved shirts
Those tattered jeans?
Everybody knows
About that girl
Who plays piano and reads books
Instead of flirting it up
In tiny skirts and tight shirts
And partying all night
Till the crack of dawn.
All the guys know
About that weird girl
With her ugly-looking face
And her odd language
Of big-ass words
That nobody understands.
All the girls know
About her
That conceited bitch
Who thinks she’s all that
Just because she reads all dem books
And gets A’s in all her classes
And who never sits next to anybody at lunch
‘Cause she thinks she’s so cool.
Do you know
About the girl
Who doesn’t have a single friend
‘Cause she’s too smart
Too weird
Too different
Too ugly
Too plain
Too everything?
Do you know
About the girl
Who’d give anything to be normal
Who’d give anything to be accepted
Give anything…to be human?

-Lisa Ankrah



Walls

I’m making a wall

With bricks of exasperation and mortar of refusal to communicate

To shield against the drills of repeated insults

The jackhammers of bad, painful memories.

I make the bricks from fear of vulnerability and negative experiences

The mortar is mixed with self-loathing, anger, and hate.

I make this wall to hide from the angry mobs

Of noisy name-callers

Of false friends

Of angry acquaintances

Of conceited classmates

Of repeated rejections.

But alas, this wall has cracks

Little tiny cracks

That let the painful spotlight of ridicule in

That let the insults in

That let the lies, the betrayals, the false smiles of allies with knives 
hidden behind their backs in.

They shall be the mortar that fixes these cracks.

-Lisa Ankrah



Too Scar(r)ed for Words

What is this dream?

Me

In solace by a pond

Just ink and paper

To dry myself off after

Immersing in each idea,

A deep plunge

But no rush for oxygen.

Frozen in an endless moment

Rippling sensations flood my mind and body.

One place they can be embraced

Not erased.

But the demon screams,

“You’re worthless!

You don’t know how!”

Oh, of course,

Mirages in the desert

Fool me.

-Katie Carreno 
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The Bridge
You awake in the middle of the ocean; but don’t worry. The water only goes up to your

chest and it’s so warm you could fall right back asleep. The blue-green water reminds you of her
eyes, and its beauty is only matched by the sky above. You can’t see anything in the distance,
but as you turn your head, you notice a tiny little island. It’s literally a mound of sand, with a

solitary, leaning palm tree. You swim up to the shore, and shake down one of the many
coconuts. The tropical fruit’s sweet milk almost glides down your throat, as you look out into the

striking horizon. Then you decide to leave, and fall back into the water. You drift for days,
alternating between swimming and sleeping. One morning you wake up to find a large structure
obstructing your view of the usually serene blueness. It’s a gigantic bridge, gleaming in metallic

silver. You look from one side to the other: it seems to go on forever. The immensity of the
bridge baffles you, and for a sec you’re unable to comprehend what you see. Then you come

back to your senses, pick a direction, and follow it. Eventually, you reach one end, where
another astonishing view greets you. A city springs up from the horizon, with towering buildings
of glittering gold and silver; it’s all so alien to you, yet in some incomprehensible way, familiar,
like you’ve seen it before. You get up on the shore of this much bigger island, and explore. The
city is spotless and retro-modern, which shiny chrome adjoining ivy-covered brick. Normally

something like this would be quite tacky, in this situation, you could not dream of a better
combination. People are everywhere, and even go out of their way to you help you. With their

directions, you make your way to the outskirts of the city; you come across a rolling hill covered
in trees. At the top of the hill you find a scenic clearing and look out into the world. There’s the

city, still glittering in the orange sky, and that bridge in the distance. A cloud of fog partially
blocks your view of the bridge’s true size, but you know better. Then a thought hits you: what’s
on the other side? Sure, here you are in some form of paradise, but the only thing going through

your mind is this curious thought. It gnaws at the back of your head until you have to give in.
You climb down the rolling hill, walk through the metropolis, all the way back to the beach you

arrived on. Except this time, you make your way up the ramp and onto the bridge. Then you
walk, and the journey begins. There are others too, but their presence doesn’t really affect you.

Some of them collapse from hunger, or exhaustion, but you walk on. Finally, after about a week,
you spot something in the distance! Spurred on by the excitement you sprint towards it. The
oceanic winds rush through your ears, in a vain attempt to push you back. Nothing, however,
could stop you; you’ve found what you’ve been looking for. Salvation, meaning, fulfillment;

they’re all represented in by this moment. Then you reach the edge of the bridge, and almost trip
over yourself trying to stop. There’s nothing; the end of the line. You peer over the edge of the
bridge and see the ocean, now a menacing dark blue. The water is rough and violently smashes
against the bridge’s pillars. You sit on the edge and look out into the horizon. It’s in this moment

that you realize the all beauty around you the crystal blue sky, the expansiveness of the
ocean…it’s all so clear now. Then you think, “If only I sat like this before.” A wave crashes
against the metal support, its soothing rhythm rings in your ears as you slowly fall asleep.

-Mihir Rastogi
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For Pretty Things

 Kip doesn’t make any effort to catch up with me. With a sigh I turn and start jogging backwards so I can 
look at him and move at the same time. “Look, if you aren’t coming to keep an eye on me or whatever, trust that I 
can take care of myself, will you?”
 He still won’t speed up. The distance between us keeps growing and he doesn’t say a word. Finally I shrug, 
turn back around, and break out running. I can see Dryden small and dark against the grey dusty ground and if Kip 
wants to be like that, let him. Stubborn as a cow. At least Dryden’s something to look at on the way in. What would 
there be to do back at the house, anyway?
 It’s weird running out here. The ground’s not solid so close to the city, and dust clouds pop up with each 
footfall like a forest of giant mushrooms. It’s dry and makes me thirsty. By the time I catch up with Dryden my 
throat’s stickier than the skin of one of the hands. I can barely speak to say I’m here, especially since he’s still walk-
ing, so I make do with smacking my lips a bit instead. Til I can speak, I look back to Kip and the house, but the dust 
mushrooms are hanging in the air and I can barely see through them. I stare for a moment and clear my throat.
 “Took you long enough,” Dryden interrupts before I get a word out. Ass.
 “Kip’s stubborn,” I manage after a minute. Jeez. I want to swallow but there’s nothing to swallow that isn’t 
dust. I’d like to stop a sec to catch my breath but I know he won’t wait.
 “So’re you,” he returns with a shrug. “You could have come earlier, it’s such a boring walk to the station.”
 “Is there really a station?” I ask. My grampa used to describe train stations: he called them “grand” and 
said they had walls made of real wood, before all the wood was charcoal. I think they must have been the color of 
Dryden’s hair.
 Dryden smiles in a way I haven’t seen before, kind of sad, I think it’s something in his eyes. They aren’t 
sparkling. “There’s a stop,” he answers after a moment. “A platform made of concrete and a few bits of walls, but 
it’s all rubble.” The description’s a shame but no surprise. I sigh and square my shoulders.

We can’t be more than half a mile from the station by now. I want to say I see it, but everything ahead is 
rubble and dust, and I can’t really tell one dead building from another. There must’ve been a small town here or 
something; I can see more than a few doors standing without frames, and vice versa. The air is humming.

“Shoot, hurry up!” Dryden exclaims. He starts jogging and jumping over the bits of rock. I realize that 
sound must mean the train’s coming soon, so I start moving again too, even though I’m still thirsty. Hey, I can drink 
when I’m undead, right?

The concrete slab that’s filling in for grampa’s description barely registers; we come to a stop just in time to 
watch the length of the train slowing down and stopping, itself. It’s a patchwork of colors and mismatched carriages.

“Pick a car, any car,” Dryden nods, smirking.

Which train car does Ashlyn enter?
a) the windowless green car towards the front?
b) the shiny two-story car with the windows?
c) the car covered in faded graffiti?
d) the whitish car with the ladder, towards the back?

SERIALS

This is our serials section, where all our recurring stories are. What happens in the next chapter? You 
decide! Vote on the outcomes of serials at our website, www.theimaginate.com.

-Rachelle Adlerman
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Adalhard’s Saga

 Forced to flee the far-famed Kyros fencing school on false suspicion of having murdered master Sedacles and then caught 
stowing away on the Sea-Foam, Adalhard was put to work guarding it. He and a fellow sentry were attacked by a mysterious man 
who apparently had also stowed away. Feeling this stranger to be a potential clue as to what really happened on Kyros, Adalhard has 
decided to pursue him with the help of Captain Xenophon. They guessed that he will flee to Nosos and so head there themselves.
 It had been some time since Adalhard had sailed as a passenger and he found it much more to his liking than being 
cargo. The ship was still cramped and smelly of course, but much more bearable with the fresh sea breeze and sunlight than the 
stifling hold. After his cursory attempts at helping crew the Sea-Foam, even just by rowing, were rebuffed he gave up and tried to 
really relax for the first time in many, many days. 
It wasn’t easy. His training had left him ever watchful and vigilant; when he slept without a weapon close at hand he sometimes 
woke to find himself clutching a chair leg like a hilt. Recent days had made him more watchful yet. However, here on this ship he 
found an odd security in being nearly helpless.
 Still, with the captain usually busy plotting and re-plotting courses or giving orders, he grew a bit restless as the days 
passed. Few of the sailors would have anything to do with him, either ignoring him or brushing him off disdainfully. Almost 
none were willing to exchange more than a few words with a northern landsman though the captain did not disguise his liking 
for him
 It shouldn’t have taken him so long to realize why most of those who didn’t look through him were largely unfriendly, 
for jealously was a feeling Adalhard was well-acquainted with. On Kyros there had been a few true friends like Eusebios and 
Hesperos but the rest- even among the sub-masters – had been divided between those who admired not him but his talent and 
those who resented him for the admirers. He himself was in the latter camp; renown and adulation were to be earned by striv-
ing and not simply showered in one’s lap. Certainly he had not encouraged the fawning sub-masters and he’d hoped that Master 
Sedacles’s nastiness might cancel it out, but clearly it did not as most others saw it. And had he really done his part to actively 
discourage them? 
But this ship was different was it not? True, Captain Xenophon had been generous with him, but his position was simply differ-
ent from that of a sailing man. Not better or worse- he was not their rival- merely different. Why the animosity from some then? 
The pondering that followed, considering layer after hypothetical layer of motive and sentiment among the sailors, also did not 
come easily to him. But he agreed with what the captain had said a few days ago about needing wits as well as courage to deal 
with foes like the Mute Man- as he had come to think of the utterly silent, cloaked attacker. If his survival depended on his mind, 
then he would exercise it as much as he did his sword arm. The crew had one thing in common with the Kyrosians: they were a 
close-knit band. By nature of their profession they spent most of their time in one another’s company. And that put the captain 
at the center of their lives. What sort of man was he to them? A foreigner certainly, but they too were a sort of foreigner to nearly 
everyone else they met were they not? So that then was no distinction. The one who gave them orders, but they certainly didn’t 
seem resentful of that. No indeed, even when they were assigned a hard and dull job like rowing there were no complaints. A 
leader, the one on whom their fortunes and very fates depended. And perhaps despite all that one of them. That might be it, 
maybe they saw the captain as the one bringing land of origin into the equation by treating a fellow northerner better than a 
common stranger. They worried about their lot if he had other allegiances than just to his fellows on the Sea-Foam. Maybe this 
also explained why there had been some hostility when he tried to help with the sailing; it was not just that they thought him 
incompetent but that he seemed to be suggesting he should be treated as one of their group.
Satisfied with that for now, he turned once again to a far greater mystery: who had actually killed Master Sedacles and why? 
Adalhard was not a man given to intrigues and schemes, so too he had not the knack for seeing them. For the first time he began 
to consider the possibility that the murderer- maybe the Silent Man but maybe not- might have been Adalhard’s own enemy 
trying to strike at him more than the master. Was any man so vicious? However remote, it was a dizzying possibility. Not least 
among the questions it raised was: “Did that make what happened my fault?”
 When he was not pondering such things on an unoccupied rowing bench or restlessly practicing strokes and exercising 
and best he could in the confined space, Adalhard did occasionally find one young crewman friendly enough to speak more than 
a few words to him at once.
 He was a boy not much older than Adalhard but stouter with black hair cropped short and a deep olive tan. He was 
either trying to grow a beard or suffering for lack of anything to shave with. For some reason, everyone called the poor young 
man Bowline. What mattered though was that he was cheerful and seemingly glad to have someone new to talk to, even if they 
had very little in common to talk about.
 For fear of annoying him, Adalhard did not seek Bowline out, but was always ready to say something when the young 
sailor’s tasks took him nearby. It was on one of these occasions on the 4th day of sailing- interrupted of course by island landfalls 
to take on water and provisions- that Bowline said, as though in passing, “Another ship coming.” It seemed not matter-of-fact but 
a warning. They had passed by or glimpsed many vessels- mostly small fishing boats but also merchant ships of all descriptions- 
every day, but something made this one especially worthy of attention. Adalhard stood, shading his eyes against brilliant light. 
Yes indeed there was another boat out there and it was approaching the Sea-Foam. They were in a fairly open stretch of sea here 
but the other boat was steering toward them. Or had been, now it was leveling off to keep pace.
 To Adalhard’s untrained eye at least the ships were not very different from what he could make out with eyes blinded 
by the scintillations of sun on blue waters. Both were well under a hundred feet long with a square-sailed mast and more than a 
score of rowers. Or oars rather, come to think of it the Sea-Foam was rather undermanned and the other ship over by the looks 
of things. Perhaps the other, its name was the Tailwind he now saw, was higher in the water. They were now close enough for a 
loud conversation over the slapping waves. Adalhard could see the other ship’s sailors watching the Sea-Foam intently and on the 
deck was the captain, obviously such from the way his men deferred to him. Sure enough Captain Xenophon was ready to hail 
him, “What a surprise to find you in these waters again, Captain Heron. I’m flattered you’d change course just to wish me good 
sailing,” the blonde captain sounded quite friendly, dispelling some of Adalhard’s concerns. He sized up the pair of them as they 
spoke.
 This Captain Heron was a swarthy man even for this part of the world, not unusual in the least for a sailor. He wore 
a red and violet striped variety of the common, robe-like, warm-weather garments of the region with an impressive mantle 



trimmed, grey mustache and beard, there was a sort of furtive look to his black eyes that Adalhard did not much like. He carried 
no weapon though and indeed- Adalhard suddenly saw as he shifted position- was actually missing his right arm. “Oh you know 
I always want the best of luck for all my fellow sailing men. What kind of cargo are you carrying these days? Not empty crates I’ll 
warrant, you always did know how to find merchants even when times were rough.”
 “True enough, I’ve got freight beyond your wildest imaginings! Gold, silks, jewels, you name it!” Yes, although obvious-
ly Xenophon was carrying none of these in so small a ship, Adalhard was getting a strong impression that he was still the more 
honest of the two.
 “What fine luck! You make an old sailor envious indeed.”
 “And you’d never guess the best of it! A genuine Kyros warrior!” At this Captain Xenophon clapped Adalhard on the 
shoulder, “Gracious what a sum I’ve been promised for ferrying this young hero.”
 “Indeed?” Captain Heron looked more interested at this and seemed to study Adalhard closely for a moment, “Well I’d 
not delay the passage of so important a person. Farewell!” And with that the other ship left them as smoothly as it had ap-
proached. The whole of the Sea-Foam seemed to breathe a sigh of relief at that, but if anything the sailors worked harder and 
picked up the pace at some order from Captain Xenophon that Adalhard did not hear. 
 He was glad of their effort when the 5th- and hopefully last- day of the long voyage dawned beneath gloomy clouds. 
A rare summer rainstorm was coming soon and he hoped not to be at sea during it. No, he’d had enough of water for now and 
would be glad to plant his feet on the unmoving earth. It was the slowest and calmest race he had ever seen, trying to reach the 
port of Nosos before the heavens opened. And fortunately one of the few he ever won. The clouds seemed content to wait as the 
Sea-Foam eventually made its way through increasingly choppy waves to the busy harbor and squeezed its way into one of very 
few open berths.
 The time had not seemed right for much talking since the incident with Captain Heron the day before; Adalhard had 
let the men go about their jobs unmolested and waited his turn to find out what was going on. After wisely deciding not to try to 
help unload the Sea-Foam or tie it to the jetty, he patiently waited another hour or two for Captain Xenophon to join him. Never 
mussed or flustered by weather or the hustle and bustle of bringing his cargo into a new port, the captain finally strode down the 
gangplank nearly as crisp and commanding as he’d been in his own house, “I’ll have your new friend Bowline show you around 
town later; it’s a nice enough city as these southern lands go. With sailing I’ve always been fonder of the journeys than any of the 
destinations though.”
 Adalhard nodded, “I’ve not even gotten used to so many people in one place. I miss the dark old forests where I could 
hunt and not see another man for half a day.” He was not entirely sure that this was the same sentiment the captain felt though. 
As he turned to follow the captain along the creaking, wooden docks –still crowded despite the threat of imminent rain- he 
brought up the question he had been wondering about, “Captain Xenophon, who is Captain Heron? And why was everyone so… 
guarded around him?”
 “He’s a pirate,” the captain replied grimly, “I suppose a lot of us merchant sailors are at least some of the time, but he’s 
a good pirate. And a bad one. We’ve never been certain of anything, no survivors with any real evidence. And these days there’s 
not many who can stop people like him. I wouldn’t even like to guess at half of what else he might be involved in; if you want to 
know you’ll have to ask him yourself- yes I think he’ll turn up here within a day or two. But I’m in a hurry as you must under-
stand, so let us talk ‘business’ quickly before I get back to work.
 Adalhard nodded his assent. “Well neither of us knows which ship the Mute Man- the other stowaway that is- will be 
aboard, assuming he even comes here next at all. So I’d best start learning what I can from the Nososians to try to be ready for 
him.” 
 The captain sighed, suddenly seeming much older, “It’s not too late, you know. To turn back. You’d not be running away; 
this man is probably no real enemy of yours and might well have nothing whatever to do with what happened to you…”
 Although Adalhard tried to listen, out of the corner of his eye he was becoming increasingly aware of something going 
on. There were some men in an alley acting furtive, doing something his eye wanted to size up. He tried to maneuver the conver-
sation a few degrees to see better. Yes there were definitely 4 rather rough looking men there, but they began slinking away into 
the shadows near as soon as he looked at them.
 But Captain Xenophon was continuing, “So I think you should give this fool’s errand up. Find work here, I’m sure 
someone could use a bodyguard in these troubled times. And then you can do what you will, return to the Jutar even. I’d be hap-
py to ferry you as far as I can if I’m in the area. Well what say you?”
 Adalhard felt the first drops as he considered.

What will Adalhard do now that he’s reached Nosos?
A) Pursue the suspicious men
B) Seek out warrior’s work in Nosos
C) Try to find out which ship the Silent Man may be on
D) Investigate Captain Heron and the Tailwind

-Matthew Hartman
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To any and everybody out there—

 Time is short, so I’ll make this brief. The doors 
between dimensions are collapsing. No, there’s no 
method of escape—don’t bother trying—because how 
can you escape reality, much less the convergence of 
all realities? All you can do is prepare .
 And how can one prepare for the fall of the 
spaces between? Well , I can’t really tell you. It ’s a 
mental thing, mostly. You could keep your families 
close, but the dimensions in this state can tear them 
away from between your arms, so why bother? 
Instead, learn to follow a trail . Learn to seek out 
clues and to act on them at a moment ’s notice . 
Perhaps you can practice by re-reading the tales 
contained within this tome—perhaps that will help 
you to recognize portions of worlds, and to see the 
lines that separate them even after those lines have 
disappeared.
 Or perhaps not. Who can say? It is you, the 
reader of my message, who must learn; a million 
words of advice cannot teach to a closed mind. I 
can only pray you take heed of my warning. Good 
luck, then; perhaps when at last we meet we will 
be accustomed to the strange new conglomeration of 
worlds.
 See you around, I hope. Good luck.
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